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C H A P T E R  2

Feminist International 
Relations

Introduction

This chapter is the second of two introductory chapters that aim to show how 
gender informs the study of international relations. What gender is taken to 
mean, and how gender is employed as a concept, category, variable, approach 
or as a particular form of critique in IR, is tied up with the bigger question 
of our approach to this fi eld of study: the theoretical or analytical framework 
that we employ to help us make sense of world politics. This chapter provides 
an opportunity to develop these theoretical issues. It elaborates further on 
why feminists are mostly resistant to gender essentialism and regard the 
‘gender as a category’ or ‘gender as a variable’ approaches set out in chapter 
1 as inadequate and ultimately unhelpful. The fi nal section of the chapter 
also affords some space to contemporary work on gender in IR that also tries 
to get beyond the tendency in feminist theorizing to privilege women as the 
main focus of research (even as gender is acknowledged to be relational). This 
section provides a brief introduction to current scholarship on men and mas-
culinities and gender identity and sexuality.

Gender as a Power Relationship

Feminist theorists eschew the notion that gender is fi xed and immutable. 
Raewyn Connell has argued that, after the intervention of feminist theorizing 
in the social sciences in the early 1970s, gender analysis began to assume the 
form of power analysis. Gender was interrogated as a form of power relationship 
in society. This notion that gender is relational remains infl uential in feminist 
theory, gender studies and masculinity studies.

In the 1970s, radical feminism:

• presented women and men as homogenized groups;
• represented society as being comprised of social blocs of men and women, 

linked by direct power relations;
• contended that men exercised power over women in (most) socie-

ties – if women were not wholly powerless, they were substantially 
disadvantaged;

• held patriarchy to be a structural feature of all social orders.
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26 Gender and International Relations

This conception of gender as a power relationship provided a solid foundation 
for feminist or women’s solidarity (see chapter 10), since women as a group 
were held to share a common interest in challenging the existing gender order 
and prevailing power relations. Today, gender theorists of all persuasions 
are less inclined to homogenize gender (or homogenize other social groups), 
recognizing that there are differences within as well as across social group-
ings. Feminists are similarly more attentive to the specifi c ways in which power 
works in particular societies and consequently less inclined to make sweeping 
statements about shared interests and solidarity among women. In contem-
porary feminist work, one will likely fi nd as many references to specifi city and 
particularity as to universalism.

The use of the term ‘patriarchy’ has also tended to fall out of favour. 
Theorists who continue to employ the concept acknowledge that patriarchy 
does not manifest in much the same way across time and space, in all societies 
at all times. Nevertheless, some strands of feminism continue to regard gender 
as a form of power relationship and, moreover, understand power relations in 
largely structural or institutionalized terms.

Gender as a Social Relation of Inequality

Gender relations are not simply or wholly a matter of identity. Gender is 
embedded in and reproduced by a range of social institutions and practices. 

Figure 4 Gloria Steinem, co- founder of Ms magazine, and Dorothy Pitman 
Hughes, child- care pioneer, c.1970
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27Feminist International Relations

Conformity to the characteristics held to be specifi cally ‘masculine’ and ‘femi-
nine’ is encouraged – if not enforced – through social institutions as well as 
in day- to- day practices. Insofar as gender also carries with it connotations of 
superiority and inferiority – men are strong and rational, women are weak 
and irrational, and so on – gender can be seen as constituted by the structure 
of various social institutions and practices that tie gender into intricate pat-
terns of domination.

To illustrate this argument, it is helpful to return to the concepts of ‘public’ 
and ‘private’ introduced in chapter 1. The division of space into public and 
private, and the division of social roles across public and private space gener-
ate and continually reproduce deeply entrenched inequalities. The family is a 
social institution, which is supported by the state. Think for a moment about 
the very many instances of discussion about ‘problem’ families and family 
‘breakdown’ in public discourse and the amount of legislation and policy- 
making surrounding family life in any given society; the family and familial 
arrangements can scarcely be considered a wholly ‘private’ affair.

The privatization of (usually) women’s labour in the family and the home 
is, however, constructed as a private affair – a labour of love. This renders 
women in their role as principal carers economically dependent on men. The 
gendering of child- care as both the responsibility of women and a ‘private’ 
matter (within the realm of the privatized family) which should not necessar-
ily be supported by the state places women at a disadvantage both in the home 
and in the labour market. While family arrangements differ from society to 
society, the gendering of child- care and social reproduction as ‘women’s work’ 
remains prevalent in societies and cultures throughout the world.

In liberal societies, the language of ‘choice’ occludes the structural disad-
vantage to (mainly, not exclusively) women inherent in the public/private divi-
sion. Social reproduction is vital to the reproduction of human societies and 
so this social relationship cannot be viewed as wholly voluntary. Moreover, 
and again, it is supported by an array of social institutions and the state. 
This can be illustrated through the social and legal institution of marriage. 
Historically, marriage has institutionalized heteronormative gender relations, 
and  marriage – and policies and related laws that support the institution of 
marriage – has placed women in a dependent position within the family. In a 
‘conventional’ marriage, men will usually earn – and largely control/dispense 
– most of the income that accrues to the family unit as a whole. Women most 
often, though not exclusively, perform unpaid labour, bearing and raising 
children. Since social reproduction and care work is thereby rendered a private 
activity, or constructed as a lifestyle ‘choice’, rather than acknowledged as an 
activity vital to the survival and reproduction of the human race as a whole, 
women are not rewarded for this labour and so are rendered economically 
dependent on the male ‘bread- winner’ for long periods of their lives.

Of course, one might object that in very many instances marriages are 
based on mutuality and respect rather than the petty exercise of power by one 
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28 Gender and International Relations

 partner over the other. This might be the case (and it might not be), but the 
point is that the potential for power and control resides with men, even if it 
might not actually be exercised. Moreover, the social and cultural conventions 
that produce the woman/carer linkage mean that when marriages end (for 
whatever reason) women will frequently fi nd themselves in a disadvantaged 
position – either depending on ex- partners for child support or receiving fairly 
minimal support from the state, when ex- partners are unable or unwilling 
to support women and children. Feminists acknowledge that men can and 
sometimes do perform the principal parenting role, although this is not the 
‘norm’ in most societies. However, the crucial issue here is that of unpaid 
labour in the home and care work, vital work for the reproduction of societies 
as a whole. This is still widely deemed to be mainly, if not wholly, the respon-
sibility of women in societies across the world.

This approach to gender as a relationship between men and women under-
pinned by heteronormativity and supported by a range of social institutions 
is one that is favoured by scholars who adopt a social relations approach to 
gender. The public/private division, and issues around social reproduction 
particularly, are very important in social relations approaches. This approach 
has affi nities with some strands of Marxist thought, and Marxist- feminist 
thought specifi cally, and also Critical Theory, hence the term ‘critical femi-
nism’ will be employed to refer to this approach. In summary, the social rela-
tions framework:

• interrogates both the material and ideological relations that exist between 
people called ‘men’ and people called ‘women’;

• understands gender to be – to a large extent – a structural form of 
inequality;

• understands gender relations to be supported by a range of social 
institutions;

• identifi es ideology (for example notions of gendered characteristics, or the 
language of ‘choice’) as playing a crucial role in supporting and reproduc-
ing gender inequality.

V CONCEPT

Heteronormativity
The term ‘heteronormativity’ has become increasingly prominent in academic 
discussions on gender and sexuality since the early 1990s. The term means that 
heterosexuality (rather than bi- sexuality or homosexuality) is the established social 
norm. The deeper implication of heteronormativity is that identities and life- styles 
that do not conform to the norm (gay, bi- sexual, lesbian, transgender) are deemed 
to be abnormal by mainstream society. Therefore, heteronormativity can be – and 
often is – used to justify discrimination in regard to alternative practices and 
lifestyles.
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29Feminist International Relations

This public/private division underpins the state and conceptions of citizen-
ship (see chapter 3) and the operation of free- market/capitalist economies (see 
chapter 8). With regard to the latter:

• Responsibility for unpaid care work means that women – and poor women 
particularly – are often positioned on the margins of market society.

• The notion that women are principally responsible for child- care and, 
importantly, ‘naturally’ best suited to perform this role – is a particularly 
important factor in pushing women into lower- paid, lower- status jobs.

• When women do enter the workforce, they are often perceived as a ‘second-
ary workforce’ and are frequently employed in temporary, fl exible and less 
secure and less well-  paid forms of work.

• As such, gender ideology provides a justifi cation for a specifi c form of social 
inequality.

The empirical evidence that might be marshalled to support these claims is 
actually strong. Not only do statistics consistently reveal a signifi cant gender 
gap in rates of pay (in most countries), but also studies show that women – 
particularly poorer and less- educated women – are more often concentrated 
in fl exible, temporary and otherwise less secure jobs. Consider also how, as the 
world has been shaken by fi nancial crisis (2008) and ensuing austerity meas-
ures, women have been paying the price in the form of cuts in state support 
for social care work (see chapter 8).

However, clearly things can and do change. To the extent that men can and 
sometimes do perform the role of ‘carer’ while their partner is the principal 
wage earner, and to the degree that not all family arrangements are based on 
a heteronormative model, there is space for fl exibility in gender relationships 
and social arrangements. In many societies across the world, same- sex mar-
riage is now a live social and political issue and the institution of marriage 
as a heteronormative institution is likely to be increasingly challenged in the 
future. A social relations approach to gender must then account for not only 
the reproduction of gender relations, but also how gender relations change 
over time. While drawing upon structuralist arguments, critical feminists:

• see ideas (the ideational) as important in effecting change;
• allow more space for agency in their approach;
• view gender as both a facet of individual identity – who we think we are – 

and an integral part of social institutions and practices;
• see personal life and social structures as interwoven;
• acknowledge that our sense of self (as gendered) and the social institutions 

and practices that support gendered relationships can and do change over 
time.

Placing more emphasis on the ideational realm (ideas, ideology) and allowing 
more space for agency avoids the pitfalls of voluntarism and determinism. 
Gender identity or subjectivity is held to be shaped by the day- to- day context 
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30 Gender and International Relations

in which we live and play out our gendered roles. Much of this is institutional-
ized and so fairly fi xed and stable over time. Yet individuals do refl ect on their 
identities and lives and might resist, challenge and change institutionalized 
gender relations. This, in turn, results in changes in the constitution of social 
institutions over time (policies and laws on the family have changed over time 
and differ from society to society). A critical feminist approach thereby allows 
gender and gender relations to be seen in historical context (changing over 
time), rather than as a trans- historical (non- changing) structure that arises out 
of biological differences: the sexual dichotomy of male and female bodies (as 
in essentialist accounts).

Gender as Performance

As the infl uence of poststructuralism in feminist theory has grown, gender 
has come to be widely understood as discursively constructed and so has been 
interrogated as part of a wider interest in discursive constructions and prac-
tices around gender identity and sexuality. It will simply be noted here that 
the emphasis on the importance of ideology in critical feminism means that 
there is some overlap with poststructuralism (see the discussion of Gramsci 
in chapter 7) – although, as will become evident as discussion unfolds in later 
chapters, there are also signifi cant differences.

The notion that gender is a performance (performativity) is associated 
with the work of Judith Butler particularly (see box below). The use of the 
term ‘discourse’ here will alert you to the central importance of language 
in poststructuralist thought. This concern with language will be elaborated 
in subsequent chapters, but, briefl y, poststructuralists argue that all social 
meaning, including the meaning of sex and gender, is constructed in the lan-
guage we use to talk about the social world. Insofar as gender is discursively 
constructed, gender ‘fl oats free’ from the physical/biological body.

V CONCEPT

Gender binaries
The work of French philosopher Jacques Derrida1 on the importance of binary 
oppositions in the construction of meaning has been infl uential in poststructural-
ist thought. In Western thought particularly, meaning is constructed through the 
employment of binaries – for example, culture/nature, rational/irrational, man/
woman. The crucial insight here is that these terms are not accorded equal value 
– one is always privileged over the other. So culture is deemed to be superior to 
nature, and man is held to be superior to woman and so on. In the construction of 
binary opposites, one term assumes a role of dominance over the other. The use 
of binary oppositions thus both produces and legitimizes unequal gender relations. 
The employment of binaries of West/East has similarly been argued to be important 
in legitimizing the power and dominance of the Western (superior) world over the 
Eastern (inferior) world, and so this way of thinking is inherently ethnocentric.
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31Feminist International Relations

Poststructuralist feminists:

• have gone farther than all other approaches to gender in contesting the 
notion that gender is a stable and fi xed ontological category;

• argue that gender merely has the appearance of being a stable – fi xed and 
unchanging – facet of human identity, because we continually reproduce 
this notion in institutionalized forms of discourse;

• the production of discourse is intimately tied up with power relations; the 
subject is a product of power relations (interpellation).

Institutionalized discourse includes philosophy, legal discourse, political dis-
course, religious discourse and so forth. However, poststructuralists are also 
interested in how meaning is constructed in popular culture (fi lms, television, 
novels) and in everyday conversation (the stories we routinely tell and hear 
about ourselves and others). The discussion of discourse and language need 
not be overly complicated here, but it is important to take onboard fi ve further 
poststructuralist claims:

• Language – or more properly meaning – is not stable, fi xed or singular (see 
logocentrism).

• There is no direct and necessary relationship between the signifi er (word) 
and signifi ed (object it is taken to signify or refer to).

• Language is not simply used to describe things as they are – rather, language, 
or more properly discourse, brings things into being.

• Through language/discourse we construct the notion that entities have an 
essence and so render entities ontologically secure and fi xed; thus discourses 
are practices which systematically form the object of which they speak.

• Discourses are always and everywhere contested – a point that follows from 
the claim about the ontological instability of categories.

From this perspective, there is no essence to woman or man. For poststruc-
turalist feminists, it is problematic to confer ontological status on ‘woman’ 
or ‘man’, because employing ‘woman’ or ‘man’ as a category of analysis pre-
supposes that all people of the same gender across classes and cultures are 
somehow socially constituted as a homogeneous group identifi able prior to 
the process of analysis. In this way the discursive consensual homogeneity of 
‘women’ and ‘men’ is mistaken for the specifi c material reality of concrete 
women and men. Rather than speak of women and men, poststructuralists – 
like critical feminists – prefer to say ‘people called women’ and ‘people called 
men’ to emphasize the importance of the ideational and language, specifi cally 
in the construction of gender.

Poststructuralist feminists simultaneously resist the notion of uniquely 
female or male experiences, because this involves making essentialist or 
universal knowledge claims on the basis of experiences that are historically 
and culturally specifi c. This idea that gender is discursively constructed and 
continually reproduced through the language that we use and the stories that 
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32 Gender and International Relations

we tell about the world leads to the notion that gender is performed. Gender is 
not something that springs from underlying and essential differences rooted 
in biological sex, but is rather something that we do, or how we perform our 
identities in day- to- day life.

As a way into understanding poststructuralism, it is helpful – in the fi rst 
instance – to think about performance in the conventional sense of the term, 
as it would be used in relation to acting. We perform our identities (charac-
ters) and roles (our part in the larger story/stories in which we take part and 
which play out around us). However, it is important to remember again that 
a performance is not the playing out of identities that are already scripted in the 
body – rooted in biology or psychology, for example. The body takes on mean-
ing in and through performances. For example, we might perform gender in 
such a way as to conform to – and thereby reproduce – the heteronormative 
‘ideal’. Women might put on make- up, wear feminine dresses, behave in a 
demure and deferential manner, while men might feel a very strong pressure 
to perform their masculinity as strong, unemotional (rational) and carrying 
the mark of authority (think of the archetypal – ‘A type’ – businessman’s dress 
and deportment). The important thing to notice here is that, since gender is 
not fi xed or stable, gender might be – and often is – performed in a way that 
confounds, subverts or parodies conventional gender norms.

Feminist theorists have long drawn a distinction between sex and gender, 
eschewing biological essentialism (see chapter 1) and arguing that ideologies 
or discourses on gender work to inscribe or affi x ‘masculine’ or ‘feminine’ 
attributes to biologically male or female bodies. However, while feminists 
have approached gender in a critical vain, probing into the social and political 
consequences of such inscriptions, nevertheless, some feminists retain a mini-
malist or rump essentialism in their thinking and approach. This is because 
many feminist theorists argue that feminism needs a female or feminine 
subject – however constructed – for both feminist theory and feminist practice/
politics. Put simply, how can one make claims in the name of ‘women’ if 
‘women’ do not actually exist outside of discursive construction? While not 
covered at length in this book, this has formed the basis of a central debate in 
contemporary feminist theory.2

The Complexity of Identities

Once the notion of gender essentialism is abandoned, questions regarding 
the complexity and diversity of identities necessarily come to the fore in dis-
cussions of gender. Postcolonial theory and postcolonial feminism have been 
important in highlighting the complex and cross- cutting nature of identities, 
including gender identities. Postcolonial feminists reject the notion that 
gender is a universal and homogeneous category and that women (or men) 
necessarily have shared interests based on their gender. For postcolonial 
thinkers, the experience of colonialism is of paramount importance when 
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33Feminist International Relations

engaging in debates about gender. Colonial domination positioned women 
and men from colonizing powers and men and women in colonized countries 
as unequal and, specifi cally, the colonized ‘other’ as inferior and, very often, 
barbaric.

The erasure of identity or the subjugation of the culture and identity of colo-
nized people is refl ected more widely in all forms of colonial discourse. Take, 
for example, the famous eighteenth- century novel Robinson Crusoe (Daniel 
Defoe, 1719) in which the ‘hero’ encounters a native whom he calls ‘Friday’ 
(we never learn the native’s actual name), and rescues him from being eaten 
by cannibals (evidence of a barbaric culture). The hero then enslaves Friday 
and ‘civilizes’ him by instructing him in the teachings of Christianity. The 
text tells of the erasure of ‘native’ identity and the subjugation of the native, 
yet this is narrated as benefi cial – Friday is fi rst ‘rescued’ and second ‘civilized’ 
by the white man.

One might object that this kind of language belongs to a previous historical 
period and is not a refl ection of the world today. However, the language of 
‘civilizing missions’ is still prevalent in Western discourse on non- Western 
states, and very often this discourse is gendered; non- Western women are 

� AUTHOR

Judith Butler
Judith Butler’s approach to sex–gender draws upon psycho- analytical feminist 
thought (for example Helene Cixous and Julia Kristeva), as well as the intellectual 
heritage of poststructuralism. However, she has gone further than others in her 
radical constructivist approach to both gender and sex. Butler does not deny the 
materiality of the body – bodies are, evidently, physical/material – but she never-
theless refuses to separate the material and discursive domains. In Butler’s view, 
the material – in this case, the body – never completely escapes from the process 
by which it is signifi ed. However, identity – the self or I – does not exist prior to 
discursive construction. Moreover, in processes of construction, discourses of the 
body displace sex by gender. Put another way, human society is not made up of 
two sexes – male and female – which are then afforded socially constructed mas-
culine and feminine characteristics, but rather sexed binaries of male and female 
are deeply rooted in the conventions of language construction – in discourses 
and narratives. Binaries persist not because they are constructed on a foundation 
of pre- existing, essential differences, but because they are continually, over and 
over again, reproduced in language/discourse as binary oppositions. In this way, 
gendered binaries construct ‘difference’ in body types and also justify binary con-
structions (and so too social inequalities). If this is the case, then the political project 
of feminism must be continually to deconstruct, destabilize and undermine binary 
sex–gender constructions. This would open the way for a radical understanding of 
gender as multiple, diverse and not ‘attached’ to the sexed body.3 Butler has gifted 
to feminist theory and gender theory the infl uential concept of performativity. 
Gender is what bodies do; gender is how gender is performed.
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34 Gender and International Relations

represented as ‘oppressed’ and in need of ‘rescue’. In discussions on women’s 
rights non- Western women are not represented as agents engaged in strug-
gles for rights, but rather human rights are represented as a gift bestowed 
by a benevolent Western power, even if this entails military intervention (see 
chapter 7).

One might make a similar argument about the politics of gay rights, which 
is often unhelpfully represented as a polarized debate – and struggle – between 
‘enlightened’ (Western) states and political activists and ‘backward’ (usually 
developing) countries, where gay people are oppressed. In short, the politics 
of gender is always and everywhere tied up in wider relations of inequality 
and subjugation. This will be elaborated in later chapters. At this juncture it 
is only necessary to make a few key points:

• Issues of gender identity cannot be divorced from questions of identity 
more generally.

• Issues of identity are tied up with power relations, particularly unequal 
power relations between the Western and non- Western worlds.

• The recovery of (or construction of) a national identity is very important to 
postcolonial societies and postcolonial politics.

• The reclaiming of identity among subalterns – marginalized groups – is 
similarly crucial.

• Identity claims are central to a politics of resistance (to the resistance of 
neo- colonial domination, specifi cally).

It would be wrong to assume, however, that postcolonial thinkers adopt 
an essentialist approach to identity. Homi Bhabha’s major contribution to 
postcolonial thought was the concept of hybridhybrid identities, a term that encapsu-
lated the plural and diverse nature of the postcolonial world. Bhabha further 
argued that, under conditions of contemporary globalization, identities 
might be experienced as complex, multiple, intersecting, even contradictory. 
Nevertheless, it is sometimes necessary strategically to cast identity in essential-
ist terms. One response to the need to recognize the complexities of identity, 
while also allowing the subaltern to speak, is Gayatri Spivak’s concept of strategic 
essentialism.

While not exclusively concerned with the politics of feminism, this is an 
important theme in postcolonial feminist work. In her infl uential article 
‘Under Western Eyes’, Chandra Mohanty castigated Western feminists for 
naively positing the existence of a ‘global sisterhood’.4 The transnational 
women’s movement was, she argued, actually comprised of a loose and diverse 
coalition of women’s groups. However, Western NGOs and activists domi-
nated international political forums (for example, the United Nations) and 
used these forums to pursue a Western agenda. Women from the South had, 
in practice, little opportunity to articulate their own specifi c concerns and 
aspirations in these same sites.5 Thus, Mohanty accused the ‘hegemonic white 
women’s movement’ of colonizing the experiences of Third World women 
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35Feminist International Relations

in advancing an emancipatory politics grounded in a Western discourse of 
universalism, ‘progress’ and ‘liberation’.6

Once again, however, it is a mistake to assume that postcolonial feminists 
eschew all attempts to build solidarity projects. Indeed, one reason why post-
colonial feminism is feminist is because postcolonial feminists refuse a simplis-
tic and unrefl ective embrace of a cultural relativist position, recognizing that 
gender inequalities and gender politics are alive and well in postcolonial coun-
tries and similarly recognizing that male elites cannot simply speak for women. 
Moreover, while postcolonial feminism is often confl ated with  poststructuralist 
feminism – particularly by students new to the study of gender in IR – this is 
also misleading. Postcolonial feminists are necessarily interested in North/
South relations (historically) and relations between the West and the postcolo-
nial world today. Since trade, investment fl ows, debt and so on are implicated 
in these same relations, postcolonial feminists analyse both the structure of 
the international system and the nature of capitalist relations. The insights 
of Mohanty (and others) inform contemporary postcolonial feminist scholar-
ship on global political economy and globalization (see author box on Anna 
Agathangelou in chapter 9). Postcolonial feminists argue that what is needed is 
a new kind of feminist solidarity that is forged out of recognition and respect for 
differences, in which the voices of subaltern groups are heard, but which also 
takes into account broader struggles for social justice (see chapter 10).

The complexities of identity take this discussion of postcolonial theory 
and practice into a further substantive area of concern – ethics. Postcolonial 
theorists ask:

• What does it mean, in ethical terms, to live in a world of difference?
• How should we engage ethically with ‘others’?
• How do we build a world of mutual recognition and respect?

V CONCEPT

The subaltern
The term ‘subaltern’ comes originally from the work of Antonio Gramsci, a Marxist 
intellectual best known for his Prison Notebooks. In Gramsci’s usage, ‘subaltern’ 
means subordinated classes and other subjugated social groups. Gramsci used the 
term specifi cally to refer to those groups most marginalized and displaced from 
centres of power and infl uence under conditions of hegemony. The term was taken 
up by a group of postcolonial scholars who developed Subaltern Studies in History. 
In postcolonial thought, ‘subaltern’ is sometimes employed in a broad sense to refer 
to colonized peoples. More often, the term is used in a narrower sense to refer to 
those groups who are most marginalized: the poorest peoples who lack access 
to power and resources and are, thereby, denied agency and a voice in social, 
economic and political affairs.
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36 Gender and International Relations

• How can we – the peoples of the world as a whole – move beyond the divi-
sions and oppressive practices of the past to build a common future?

In any such ethical project, it is vital that marginalized voices are heard. This 
does not just apply to ‘real- world’ politics, but also to the academy, a major 
institution for the construction and perpetuation of knowledge and one 
that has persistently marginalized or even silenced non- Western intellectual 
traditions and subaltern voices. How many texts do you fi nd on the typical 
International Relations syllabi that are written by non- Western scholars? (See 
Ling and Agathangelou in Extended Reading.)

A central concept in postcolonial feminist thought is that of intersectional-
ity. Intersectionality refers to the cross- cutting and inter- related aspects of 
identity – gender, sexuality, class, age, ethnicity and race. In essence, intersec-
tionality refers to the experience of multiple identities and social locations 
and the multiple and varied experiences of oppression and discrimination. 
Intersectionality expresses the idea that specifi c groups of people are sub-
jected to and experience discrimination in ways that are multiple and inter- 
connected. For example, while all women experience forms of discrimination 
that are justifi ed on the grounds of gender, specifi c groups of women might 
also be discriminated against or experience oppression on the grounds of race, 
ethnicity or social class. Similarly, men do not form a homogeneous group 
who universally oppress women; class, ethnicity, location and so on create 
divisions among men too and, moreover, sometimes create community of 
interest among men and women from specifi c social and ethnic groups.

A number of substantive issues arise out of the insights of intersectionality; 
for example, how does this change the way feminists think about the subject 
in theory? In second- wave feminism, this was relatively straightforward since 
the subject of feminism was simply ‘woman’. Intersectionality signifi cantly 
complicates the question of whether or not gender and experiences of gender 
oppression are truly universal, and so whether there is or can be a universal 
subject in feminist theory. Furthermore, women who belong to privileged 
social classes and ethnic groups might be complicit in practices of discrimi-
nation against women of other races and/or women in subordinated social 
classes. Discrimination on the grounds of age or sexuality further complicates 
the issue. A second issue that arises is: what does intersectionality mean in 
practice? What are the best ways to tackle gender discrimination in the policy- 
making world, for example, if gender is always and everywhere profoundly 
tied up with issues of race, ethnicity, sexuality and social class and other facets 
of identity?
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37Feminist International Relations

Beyond Feminist International Relations

Men and masculinities

The discussion on gender and feminisms thus far leads to a number of key 
points:

• Gender is social and/or cultural, not natural.
• Gender is about the construction of femininities and masculinities.
• Gender identities intersect with other forms of identity.

V CONCEPT

Race
The importance of race in feminist theorizing was central to critiques of White 
Western feminist theory during the second wave of feminism. Black feminist theo-
rists such as bel hooks, Alice Walker7 and Patricia Hill Collins (see Extended Reading) 
argued that oppressions founded in and justifi ed on the grounds of gender, class 
and race were inextricably bound together. Hence, feminism as a project that aimed 
to liberate women from oppressive social structures and social relations must neces-
sarily engage with multiple forms of oppression. That White feminism had largely 
ignored questions of race (and ethnicity) bore testament to the privileged position 
of white, middle- class, Western women in relation to their ‘sisters’. Black feminist 
thought was an important infl uence on Third World feminism and postcolonial 
feminism. Black feminists and postcolonial feminists share intellectual and political 
affi nities (see Weedon, Extended Reading).8

 In her 1993 book White Women Race Matter, Ruth Frankenberg9 engaged in 
extensive research based on interviews with white women in the United States 
from varied social backgrounds. Her research demonstrated that white women 
were largely unrefl ective about their own relatively privileged social position as 
white, and similarly unrefl ective about the privileged (dominant) position that white 
people occupied in (US) society. In this way, she challenged the deeply ingrained 
perception that racism was (only) a ‘problem’ for black people, along with the 
assumption that racism was evidenced only in its overt manifestation by exposing 
the unrefl ective assumption of white (the dominant group) as the ‘norm’ and the 
uncritical white gaze on a non- dominant group.
 Frankenberg also challenged the notion that race was a biological category by 
pointing to the diversity that existed between members of racial categories; race, 
like gender, was not an essential category, but a socially constructed one. Race 
and racial difference remain salient, however, because of the social and political 
context in which race is constructed. The construction of race is intimately bound 
up with power relations and social privilege. Frankenberg asked: How does racism 
shape white women’s lives? What are the social processes through which white 
women are created as social actors primed to reproduce racism within the feminist 
movement? How can white women’s lives become sites of resistance to the repro-
duction of racism? Feminists could not contribute to the project of creating a just 
and equitable society unless these questions were explicitly confronted (see Razack, 
Smith and Thobani, Extended Reading).
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38 Gender and International Relations

At the same time, it is acknowledged that much of the discussion thus far 
has nevertheless centred on women specifi cally. Indeed, it is fair to say that, 
while an attempt has been made to refl ect the complexities of masculinities 
better in this book, the discussion is still weighted towards women in IR. This 
bias towards women does tend to reproduce the confl ation of women/gender, 
even as it is recognized to be problematic.

The privileging of women in discussions about gender refl ects the 
 preponderance of feminist scholarship in gender studies and the tendency – 
historically – of feminist discourse to privilege ‘woman’ as the subject of femi-
nist theory. This, in turn, responds to the perception – supported by a great 
deal of empirical evidence – that women, on the whole and despite their many 
differences, tend to be subjected to discrimination and treated as unequal in 
the majority of societies across the world. In this respect then, the privileging 
of ‘women’ in feminism is a kind of strategic essentialism.

However, the confl ation of women and gender gives rise to distortions:

• The confl ation of women and gender works against a full appreciation and 
analysis of gender as relational.

• ‘Women’ as a homogenized category is problematized, but ‘men’ are often 
spoken of as a homogenized category.

• The full range of masculinities and the complex social relationships that 
exist between different groups of men, as well as men and women, is not 
interrogated.

• The confl ation of women and gender means that the construction of men 
and masculinities is marginalized in IR

• There is a tendency to cast women as if they are forever and always 
‘victims’.

In an article published in 1996, Adam Jones criticized what he saw as the 
shortcomings of the (then) feminist literature for concentrating on women/
femininity and thereby failing to recognize that men are not only perpetrators 
but also ‘victims’ (of, in his examples, violence in war and confl ict).10 What was 
needed to redress this imbalance, according to Jones, was a ‘more balanced 
feminist IR’ that addressed the position of men and masculinities in IR too. 
Since Jones fi rst offered this critique of feminist IR, there has been a growing 
body of scholarship that studies men as men in international politics. Indeed, 
Jones has subsequently gone on to do substantial work which makes men as 
men visible in confl ict.11

Work on men and masculinities will be referred to from time to time 
throughout the book. Here, only a brief overview is attempted. There are 
a variety of ways in which work on masculinities can be developed within 
IR:

• Scholarship on men and masculinity in IR might be undertaken within a 
problem- solving approach to international relations.
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39Feminist International Relations

Joshua Goldstein, for example, has argued that gender – referring to women 
and men – can be and should be employed in IR to understand ‘real- world’ 
issues of war in and between states.

Feminists often eschew the integration of a gender into problem- solving 
approaches, favouring approaches that elucidate:

• the multifaceted ways in which masculinities and femininities are con-
structed and reproduced (in warfare, for example).

A good example of this work can be found in Jane Parpart and Marysia 
Zalewski’s innovative book on The Man Question in International Relations (2008). 
Such scholarship has been important in developing an implicit, but some-
what under- developed, insight in the ‘fi rst wave’ of feminist scholarship in 
IR; men and masculinity are also constructed identities and, therefore, the 
processes and practices whereby masculinities are constructed should be 
subjected to the same critical and refl ective interrogation as women and 
femininities.

Much of the work on men and masculinities that has been done in the 
context of IR has been in sympathy with feminism. Such work acknowledges 
that women’s issues cannot be addressed in isolation from their relationship 
to men, and that men must also be the targets of attempts to redress gender 
inequalities. Making masculinities visible, and questioning or problematizing 
masculinities in world politics, challenge the unrefl ective tendency to treat 
men (and masculinities) as the ‘norm’ and women (and femininities) as mar-
ginal. As such, work on masculinities might:

• speak to feminist concerns with how practices of power are bound up with 
the construction of masculine and feminine identities;

• facilitate a deeper understanding of how the meaning of masculinity is 
constructed as a superiority of men (and the masculine) over women (and 
the feminine);

• facilitate a better understanding of how specifi c constructions of masculin-
ity assert the superiority of some men over others.

In Bob Pease and Keith Pringle’s text on A Man’s World, the authors acknowl-
edge the multiple meanings and practices of masculinity while insisting on 
studying masculinities in the context of a gender relational framework.

Masculinities in IR are also interrogated in studies that draw upon the 
concept of ‘hegemony’ originally developed by Gramsci. In simple terms, 
hegemony means ‘dominance’. Gramsci’s work developed and elaborated the 
role of culture in legitimizing and reproducing forms of social domination. 
While Gramsci was interested mainly in class, his ideas have proved useful 
to scholars interested in a variety of unequal social relations. As noted above, 
the term ‘subaltern’ originated with Gramsci. Gramsci’s social relations 
framework, and concept of hegemony specifi cally, also has something to offer 
feminist IR and, indeed, critical feminists often draw from his work.
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40 Gender and International Relations

Gramsci held that, through the medium of culture, the world view of social 
and political elites was projected as a universal world view, such that subordinated 
social classes imbued this ideology and accepted dominant social and cultural 
norms as universally applicable (regardless of their inherent class or gender 
bias).

V CONCEPT

Hegemonic masculinity
Raewyn Connell has employed the concept of hegemonic masculinity to illuminate 
the plural and diverse nature of masculinities, but also to capture the way in which 
men, on the whole, possess and/or exercise social power over women. Certain 
ideals or cultural norms of masculinity are projected through various media and 
also underpin key social institutions. The ideal or norm of hegemonic masculin-
ity typically projects a particular construction of masculinity as strong, dominant, 
competitive, rational and – importantly – superior to other constructs of masculinity 
and to women/femininity in general. This is not to say that all men possess these 
characteristics, nor that dominant constructs of masculinity are not contested (by 
men as well as women), only that the norm is held up as an ideal, a model to which 
all men should aspire.
 She further argues that gender should be seen in terms of social and cultural 
practices that construct gender relations by ‘weaving a structure of symbols and 
interpretation around them and often vastly exaggerating or distorting them’.12 In 
her view, ‘to sustain patriarchal power on the large scale requires the construction 
of a hyper- masculine ideal of toughness, and dominance’ and ‘images of physical 
beauty in women’.13 Thus the male or female body does not confer masculinity or 
femininity on the individual – it takes on meaning through social practices.
 Hegemonic masculinity might be illustrated in relation to the military as an 
institution. In the military, the norm of powerful, competitive, rational, forceful, 
strong (and so on) masculinity prevails. As Charlotte Hooper argues, soldiering has 
traditionally been characterized as a job that requires the masculine traits of action, 
physical strength, toughness and capacity for violence. The military explicitly incul-
cates these characteristics in soldiers. This ideal- type of masculinity is hegemonic in 
that it serves as a model which other men (ordinary soldiers) should emulate; other 
masculinities are thereby regarded as subordinate or inferior to the ideal.14 In real-
ity, of course, men (and soldiers) are stratifi ed according to class and race/ethnicity, 
while, historically, some men and some models of masculinity have been excluded 
from militaries altogether (gay men/masculinities). Furthermore, being a soldier is 
not in and of itself a marker of power. The majority of soldiers are ‘foot soldiers’ 
who fi ght and die in campaigns over which they actually exercise little or no control. 
Many men and women who make up the ‘foot soldiers’ come from relatively less 
privileged social backgrounds. Nevertheless, the military is a key institution in which 
hegemonic masculinity is exalted to attest to the superiority of ‘real’ men over 
‘effeminate’ or weak men and to assert the superiority of men/masculinity over 
women/femininity in general.

As noted above, Gramsci was very interested in culture – specifi cally, the 
importance of culture in legitimizing and reproducing power relations and in 
embedding and legitimizing elite rule within the institutions of the state and 
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41Feminist International Relations

in civil society. This interest in culture has been taken up and developed by 
critical theorists in IR. Gramsci’s argument about hegemony can be illustrated 
not only by reference to the institutions of the state (the military), but by refer-
ence to cultural institutions – for example, cinema and fi lms. The war fi lm, for 
example, and the representation of the soldier or warrior in fi lms are other 
ways in which one can see the projection of hegemonic masculinity in action.

Vietnam War fi lms produced in Hollywood in the 1980s, such as Rambo First 
Blood: Part Two and the Missing in Action series (very popular at the time), can 
be interpreted – in good part – as the reassertion of a hegemonic masculinity 
(or hyper- masculinity), after a period of great social and cultural change in US 
society (the 1960s and 1970s), but also crucially, at a time when US hegemonic 
power had been dealt a substantial blow by defeat in war. John Rambo was 
born in the aftermath of a series of US foreign policy failures in the 1970s, 
and in the aftermath of defeat in the Vietnam War. These failures dented the 
self- image and self- understanding of America as a powerful, strong and heroic 
(masculinized) nation and led to a period of deep introspection in American 
society. This concern with weakness and failure resonated with broader 
debates about the decline of US hegemonic power and infl uence in the world 
taking place during the same period.

For some, the experiences of the 1970s engendered a troubling perception 
of America as a weak and feminized nation. Films produced about the Vietnam 
War or related to the War in the 1970s – for example The Deer Hunter, Heroes, 
Coming Home and Taxi Driver – very much refl ect themes of ‘troubled’ or ‘fail-
ing’ men and masculinities, among veterans returning deeply traumatized 
by the experience of war and often shunned by a society that did not want to 
confront the horrors of the war. Thus, fi lm refl ected the perception within 
the national psyche at the time of the US as a troubled and failing nation. The 
Rambo franchise can be read as a series of ‘revisionist’ fi lms in the sense that 
the hero returns to Vietnam and – this time – ‘wins the war’. The fi lms were 
a great commercial success and Rambo became a signifi cant cultural icon in 
1980s America. However, the success of these fi lms is read by Susan Jeffords as 
not only a refl ection of the national Zeitgeist, but also a specifi cally masculine 
response to changes in gender relations that were also occurring in the 1960s 
and 1970s, in the wake of the feminist and sexual revolutions, and, as such, as 
giving cultural expression to the real battles for the reassertion of the mascu-
line that were going on in American society during the 1980s,15 particularly 
during the presidency of Ronald Reagan.

Gender, sexualities and Queer Theory

Some of the most interesting work on gender in contemporary IR has been 
developed in tandem with critical work on lesbian, gay, bi- sexual and 
transgender (LBGT) identities in social theory and the social sciences as a 
whole. It should be acknowledged here that issues of gender identity and 
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42 Gender and International Relations

sexuality have long been debated within feminist theory. Lesbian feminist 
thought made a central contribution to second- wave feminism; the work of 
Adrienne Rich, Audre Lorde, Mary Daly and Sheila Jeffreys (see chapter 8) are 
a few among many examples/authors that might be cited here. It would be 
mistaken, therefore, to assume that feminism had not engaged with the com-
plexities of gender identity and sexuality before the emergence of a distinctive 
body of Queer Theory in the 1990s. However, Queer Theory has both built upon, 
and at the same time offered, a critique of the identity- driven approach to 
gender and sexuality that characterizes much feminist theory.

From the 1990s onwards, Queer Theory, associated particularly with post-
structuralism, has been infl uential across the social sciences, in the arts and in 
literary theory. Queer Theorists have also made important interventions into 
scientifi c discourse on gender and sexuality (in regard to intersex, for example; 
see box in chapter 1). At this juncture, and once again, a potentially long list 
of infl uential writers might be cited, but it is fair to say that Diana Fuss, Eve 
Kosofsky Sedgwick16 and Judith Butler (see box above) have been particularly 
important in the development of this fi eld. In turn, Queer Theorists frequently 
acknowledge a debt to the work of Michel Foucault (see Extended Reading).

Queer Theorists share a common point of departure with many feminist 
theorists in that they challenge the dominant construction of gender as 
essential – linked directly to biological sex (see chapter 1). However, Queer 
Theorists have gone further than feminist theorists, including the lesbian 
feminist thinkers cited above and early theorists in gay studies, in posing 
radical challenges to what constitutes ‘queer’ (or ‘abnormal’ and ‘unnatural’) 
behaviour. Queer Theorists radically deconstruct the normative categories of 
mainstream (heteronormative) society, opening up space for the expression 
of a diverse range of identities and experiences, including, for example, those 
of transgender and intersex people. In this regard Queer Theorists also pose 
a further challenge to identity politics per se. In line with the radical post-
structuralist project of deconstruction and making ‘interventions’ with the 
aim of destabilizing identity categories, Queer Theorists question the notion 
of a stable subject and, by extension, a stable sexed- subject. Thus, from this 
perspective, ‘lesbians’ and ‘gay’ men are also, in a sense, restrictive identities 
with regard to sexual orientation.

Criticisms of Queer Theory cannot be developed at length here – suffi ce to 
say that, in posing radical critiques of identity and similarly undermining 
assumptions of stable ontological categories, Queer Theory must, in turn, face 
up to some diffi cult issues with regard to concrete political projects. LGBT 
politics presupposes that claims can be made in the name of sexual identities. 
Moreover, if all standards of normality with regard to issues of sexuality and 
gender are called into question – and all boundaries of ‘normal’ and ‘abnor-
mal’ are contested – where do societies draw the line with regard to sexual 
practices? This problem has much engaged contemporary theorists of gender 
identity and sexuality (see, for example, Green, in Extended Reading).
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While more work on sexuality is being produced within the fi eld of gender 
in IR, Terrell Carver is justifi ed in his observation that sexuality is still some-
what neglected, if not marginalized, within the literature on gender in IR. 
Carver states:

[L]GBT and Queer perspectives get a look- in, so they are not put into a closet of invisibility, 
but their presence seems to persist in something of a corner . . . I sense that heterosexual-
ity is rather veiled by the usual way that issues are framed around the familiar specifi cs 
of woman, violence, man, politics- and- power as- usual and so on. How much of women’s 
oppression actually derives from masculinities that are constructed within the bounds 
of heterosexuality – and not from the construction of ‘man’ or ‘masculinity’ as such?17

Issues of gender and sexuality are very much embedded in discussions 
of complex and diverse identities. In this edition of Gender and International 
Relations, an attempt has been made to refl ect better the scholarship that 
focuses on gender identity and sexuality specifi cally, and the contribution 
of this work to the fi eld. In practice, much of the discussion on sexuality is 
limited to current struggles to realize equality in respect to LGBT people. 
LGBT rights are addressed in a number of contexts – citizenship, asylum and 
human rights, for example. In addition, issues of gender and sexuality in mili-
taries and in family- oriented policy developments at the World Bank are also 
afforded some coverage. While the engagement with issues of gender identity 
and sexuality is somewhat limited, it is hoped and anticipated that this will 
provide the student with a fl avour of the broader literature. More in- depth 
knowledge and understanding can be gained by accessing more specialized 
books and articles that are included in the Extended Reading sections.

Summary

This chapter has provided an introduction to, and overview of, gender con-
ceived as a power relationship, as a social relation of inequality and as a perfor-
mance. In addition, some space has been afforded to the study of masculinities 
and sexualities specifi cally. The chapter has attempted to show how, conceived 
in these ways, gender can not only inform the study of International Relations, 
conventionally conceived, but also signifi cantly expand the conventional study 
of international politics, bringing new insights to policy- making processes and 
practice and also pushing new issues onto the agenda in IR. Taken together, 
chapters 1 and 2 have aimed to demonstrate how particular understandings of 
gender fi t with a particular theoretical position or approach – radicalism, criti-
cal feminism, poststructuralism, postcolonialism, Queer Theory. The following 
chapters will employ a diverse range of approaches to gender to elucidate 
many substantive areas of IR and international politics.
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Questions for refl ection

1) To what extent – if any – is the concept of patriarchy useful in the study of 
international politics? Can you think of specifi c examples of where the 
concept usefully elucidates the nature of power relations or, conversely, 
where it simply fails to explain how power works in international politics?

2) ‘You say ideology, I say discourse.’ Does this distinction matter? If so, how does 
it matter and why does it matter? If not, why not?

3) Adam Jones has complained about the marginalization of men and mascu-
linities in feminist IR. On the basis of your study of gender in IR so far, do 
you think this is a fair criticism or not?

Þ WORLD EXAMPLE

Contesting the language of gender and sexuality
Issues of gender and sexuality have proved to be highly contentious in interna-
tional relations. Following the UN International Conference on Population and 
Development in Cairo in 1994, autonomy and choice in relation to sexuality 
were linked to reproduction and began to be articulated as women’s rights. At 
the Beijing UN Women’s Conference in 1995, claims of sovereignty and cultural 
relativism were evoked to challenge sections of the BPA that deal with sexuality and 
reproductive health. Conservative Islamic states, the Holy See and the US Christian 
Right formed an unlikely alliance to resist what they represented as a ‘homosexual 
agenda’.18 At Beijing, this same coalition attempted to ‘roll back’ the language 
of ‘autonomy’ and ‘equality’. Some 40 per cent of the entire text of the BPA was 
initially bracketed (contested): the so- called ‘Holy Brackets’.19

 After protracted negotiation, the BPA was saved from being watered down in 
the area of sexuality and reproductive rights to the extent that it was meaningless, 
when agreement was reached on retaining the language employed at the 1994 
Cairo Conference whenever possible. Retaining the ‘Cairo language’ was a crucial 
political achievement for women’s groups since it re- asserted the right of women 
to control their own sexuality.20 It also had implications for LGBT rights in that 
autonomy and choice extended to issues of sexual partners.
 However, many of these issues re- emerged fi ve years later in New York at the 
Beijing plus 5 Review, a meeting designed to generate renewed momentum for the 
implementation of the BPA.21 Some Islamic women’s groups, conservative Catholic 
women’s groups and delegates of NGOs affi liated to the Vatican, which enjoys 
permanent observer status at the UN, objected to the emphasis given to what they 
characterized as ‘homosexual rights’ and made appeals to protect the traditional 
family model against homosexuals’ demand for equal rights in marriage. An 
Outcome Document was agreed but only after a period of protracted  negotiation 
and after the terms ‘sexual rights’ and ‘sexual orientation’ were removed from the 
document.22 The diffi cult and protracted process of negotiation at Beijing, and 
which has been a feature of more recent international forums on human rights, 
evidences that women’s rights continue to be contested terrain, but struggles to 
attain equal rights for LGBT people generate even stronger opposition, perhaps.
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45Feminist International Relations

Seminar activity

This seminar aims to bring together the discussion of approaches to gender in 
IR covered in chapter 1 and this chapter. Your tutor will allot an article from 
the Extended Reading which employs gender as a variable in a specifi c area of 
international relations. This reading should be done in advance of the class. 
In addition, you should also read chapter 1 in Brooke Ackerly, Maria Stern and 
Jacqui True (2006) Feminist Methodologies for International Relations, Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press.

In the fi rst part of the seminar, the class will be divided into two groups.
The task of group 1 is to:

Interrogate the text you have been given, paying particular attention to the 
data (sample, interview material and/or statistics) used to generate the claims 
made by the author. You should then draw up a list of any possible biases and 
distortions that might have arisen in the employment of these data.

The task of group 2 is to:
Interrogate the text you have been given, drawing upon your knowledge 
of poststructuralist feminism. Pay particular attention to the way in which 
gender has been constructed and employed in the research.

This exercise should take approximately 30 minutes.
In the second half of the class, each group should present their fi ndings to 

the seminar group as a whole.
The class as a whole should now debate:

1) Whether the ontological questions fore- grounded in poststructuralist femi-
nism matter. If so, why do they matter? If not, why not?

2) Whether poststructuralist approaches to gender in the study of interna-
tional relations are useful. If so, why and how? If not, why not?

Further reading

Judith Butler (1993) Bodies that Matter: On the Discursive Limits of ‘Sex’, London, 
Routledge.

Carver, Terrell, Molly Cochran and Judith Squires ‘Gendering Jones’, Review of 
International Studies, 24, 2 (1998), 283–97.

Chowdhry, Geeta, and Sheila Nair (eds.) (2002) Postcolonialism and International 
Relations: Race, Gender and Class, London, Routledge.

Connell, Raewyn (1995) Masculinities, Los Angeles, University of California Press.
Jones, Adam ‘Does “Gender” Make the World Go Around? Feminist Critiques of 

International Relations’, Review of International Studies, 22, 4 (1996), 405–29.
Nash, Jennifer C. ‘Rethinking Intersectionality’, Feminist Review, 89 (2008), 

1–15.
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46 Gender and International Relations

Useful Web links

British International Studies Association Gender in International Relations 
Group: www.bisa.ac.uk/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=97–
gendering- international- relations&catid=37–working- groups&Itemid=68

Feminist Theory and Gender Studies Section, International Studies Association: 
www.isanet.org/ftgs/

Intersex Initiative: www.intersexinitiative.org/articles
The Men’s Bibliography: http://mensbiblio.xyonline.net
Queer Theory Links: www.queerbychoice.com/qtheorylinks.html
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Rooney ‘Methodological Issues in the Construction of Gender as a Meaningful Variable in 
Scientifi c Studies of Cognition’, Proceedings of the Biennial Meeting of the Philosophy of Science 
Association, 1 (1994), 109–19.

30 Cynthia Weber ‘Good Girls, Bad Girls and Little Girls: Male Paranoia in Robert Keohane’s 
Critique of Feminist International Relations’, Millennium: Journal of International Studies, 
23, 2 (1994), 337–49. See also: Marysia Zalewski ‘The Women/ “Women” Question in 
International Relations’, Millennium: Journal of International Studies, 23, 3 (1994), 428.

31 Adam Jones ‘Does “Gender” Make the World Go Around? Feminist Critiques of 
International Relations’, Review of International Studies, 22, 4 (1996), 405–29; Terrell Carver, 
Molly Cochran and Judith Squires ‘Gendering Jones’, Review of International Studies, 24, 
2 (1998), 283–97; Adam Jones ‘Engendering Debate’, Review of International Studies, 24, 
2 (1998), 299–303; Tickner, ‘You Just Don’t Understand’, 623; Marianne Marchand 
‘Different Communities / Different Realities / Different Encounters: A Reply to J. Ann 
Tickner, International Studies Quarterly, 42, 1 (1998), 199–204.

32 Charli R. Carpenter ‘Gender Theory in World Politics: Contributions of a Non- Feminist 
Standpoint?’ International Studies Review, 4, 3 (2003), 153–166.

33 Carpenter, ‘Gender Theory in World Politics’.
34 Carpenter ‘Gender Theory in World Politics’; Terrell Carver ‘Gender/Feminism/IR’ 

International Studies Review, 5, 2 (2003), 288–90. See also: Marysia Zalewski ‘ “Women’s 
Troubles” Again in IR’, International Studies Review, 5, 2 (2003), 291–4; Helen Kinsella ‘For 
a Careful Reading: The Constructivism of Gender Constructivism’, International Studies 
Review, 5, 2 (2003), 294–7.
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 1 Jacques Derrida (1967) Of Grammatology (De la grammatologie), Paris, Les Éditions de Minuit.
 2 See, for example, Linda Nicholson (1990) Feminism/Postmodernism, London, Routledge.
 3 Susan Rowland (2012) Jung: A Feminist Revision, Cambridge, Polity, 141–2 (this section has 

been re- written, but I acknowledge Rowland as the original source of the discussion on 
Butler’s recent work on sex and gender).

 4 Chandra Mohanty ‘Under Western Eyes: Feminist Scholarship and Colonial Discourse’, 
Feminist Review, 30 (1988), 61–88.

 5 Inderpal Grewal and Caren Kaplan (1994) Scattered Hegemonies: Postmodernity and 
Transnational Feminist Practices, Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press.

 6 Mohanty, ‘Under Western Eyes’.
 7 bell hooks (1981) Aint I a Woman? Black Women and Feminism, Boston, South End Press; 

Alice Walker (1983) In Search of Our Mothers’ Gardens, Orlando, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich 
Publishers; see also Angela Davis (1981) Women, Race and Class, New York, Random House.

 8 See also: Uma Narayan (1997) Dislocating Cultures: Identities, Traditions, and Third- World 
Feminism, London, Routledge ; Mary Ebun Modupe Kolawole (1997) Womanism and African 
Consciousness, Trenton, N.J., Africa World Press; Clenora Hudson- Weems (1994) Africana 
Womanism: Reclaiming Ourselves, Troy, Mich.: Bedford Publishers; Chris Weedon (1999) 
Feminism, Theory and the Politics of Difference, Malden, Mass., Blackwell Publishers.

 9 Ruth Frankenberg (1993) White Women Race Matters: The Social Construction of Whiteness, 
London, Routledge. See also: Stephanie Austin ‘Race Matters’, Radical Psychology, 2, 1 
(2001). Available at: www.radicalpsychology.org/vol2–1/austin.html (accessed July 2012).

10 Jones ‘Does “Gender” Make the World Go Around?’.
11 Adam Jones (2004) Gendercide and Genocide, Nashville, Vanderbilt University Press.
12 Raewyn Connell (1995) Gender and Power, Cambridge, Polity, 85.
13 Connell, Gender and Power, 85.
14 Charlotte Hooper (1994) ‘Masculine Practices and Gender Politics’. In: Marysia Zalewski 
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and Jane Parpart (eds.), The ‘Man’ Question in International Relations, Boulder, Colo., 
Westview.

15 Susan Jeffords (1994) Hard Bodies: Hollywood Masculinities in the Reagan Era, New Jersey, 
Rutgers University Press.

16 Diane Fuss (ed.) (1991) Inside/Out: Lesbian Theories, Gay Theories, London, Routledge; Eve 
Kosofsky Sedgwick (1991) Epistemology in the Closet, Berkeley, University of California 
Press; see also Michael Warner (1993) Fear of a Queer Planet: Queer Politics and Social Theory, 
Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press.

17 Carver ‘Whither Diversity?’ 32–3.
18 Doris Buss and Didi Herman (2003) Globalising Family Values: the Christian Right in 

International Politics, Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press.
19 T. Poole ‘UN Women’s Conference Watered Down, but Still a Cause for Hope and Pride’, 

The Independent, 16 September 1995.
20 S. Mufson ‘UN Women’s Meeting Settles Key Disputes’, Washington Post, 14 September 

1995.
21 UNGASS Fact Sheet no. 12; Report A/54/264: P 7; Report A/54/26, 8. Available at: www.gen-

derforum.org/fi leadmin/archiv/genderforum/genderealisations/weedon.html (accessed 
November 2011).

22 G. Urquhart, ‘Homophobia: Winning and Losing’, The Guardian, 16 February 2000.
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 1 Thomas J. Biersteker and Cynthia Weber (1999) Sovereignty and Social Construct, Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press.

 2 Max Weber ‘Politics as a Vocation’, lecture delivered to students at Munich University 
in January, 1918. See: http://www.ne.jp/asahi/moriyuki/abukuma/weber/lecture/politics_
vocation.html (accessed March 2012).

 3 Andrew Linklater (1998) The Transformation of Political Community, Cambridge, Polity.
 4 David Campbell (1998) Writing Security, Manchester, Manchester University Press. See 

also: R. J. B. Walker (1992) Inside/Outside: International Relations as Political Theory, Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press.

 5 Jenny Edkins (2003) Trauma and the Memory of Politics, Cambridge, Cambridge University 
Press.

 6 Weber thought in terms of a civic and racially inclusive nationalism, but his champion-
ing of nationalism was nevertheless in stark contradiction to his otherwise liberal values 
and rationalist bent. This has led otherwise sympathetic commentators to criticize 
Weber’s apparent lack of refl exivity about and/or concern for the subjugation of ‘others’ 
that his valorization of nationalism and war necessarily implied. See: Raymond Aron 
(1971), ‘Max Weber and Power Politics’. In: Otto Stammer (ed.) Max Weber and Sociology 
Today, New York, Harper and Row, 87.

 7 Weber wrote: ‘The fate of our times is characterized by rationalization and intellectu-
alization and, above all, by the “disenchantment of the world.” Precisely the ultimate 
and most sublime values have retreated from public life either into the transcendental 
realm of mystic life or into the brotherliness of direct and personal human relations.’ 
See: Weber Science as Vocation: www.leonardbeeghley.com/docs/SYG%206125/Weber,%20
Science%20as%20a%20Vocation.pdf (accessed March 2012).

 8 See: Benedict Anderson (1983) Imagined Communities, London, Verso Books.
 9 Catherine MacKinnon (1989) Towards a Feminist Theory of the State, Cambridge, Mass., 

Harvard University Press, 157.
10  www.huffi ngtonpost.com/2011/11/10/same- sex- couple- fi ghts- doma- to- stay- in- us_n_

1087022.html (accessed 11 November 2011).
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